NEW ADDITIONS TO THE WORKSHOP LINEUP!!
(Pay attention to the days and times these workshops will be offered as they will be out of numerical order)

88. NEW-What I Know About Fly Fishing and Casting You May Not – Peter Hayes. Casting stuff, tips tricks, knots, leaders, retrieves, and other fishing stuff. This is a general class aimed at advanced beginners and intermediates. Whilst the focus is primarily aimed at improving your general casting skills this class is as much about giving you the fishing tools to be more effective on the water. Equipment: Rod and line.
   Friday: 9 a.m. to noon
   Level: Intermediate/Advanced
   Class Limit: 8
   Member Fee: $55
   Nonmember Fee: $65

89. NEW-Power and Distance – Peter Hayes. Learn to pull, double haul, swoop, drift, and large arc stopless cast. These are all techniques that lead to better loops and higher line speed essential for saltwater, lake fishing, heavy or bulky fly and indicator casting. You will leave this class amazed at how little energy you need to make long effortless casts. This class is almost mandatory for all fly fishers after reaching an intermediate level. Equipment: Rod and line.
   Friday: 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
   Level: Intermediate/Advanced
   Class Limit: 8
   Member Fee: $55
   Nonmember Fee: $65

90. NEW-Two Hand Casting Shooting Heads Using Skagit and Scandi Lines – Ron Lauzon and Mark Huber. Learn to cast shooting heads using two hand (spey) rods. Workshop will focus on casting styles for both Skagit and Scandi shooting head lines. Advance registered student will receive handouts.
   Equipment: Two hand rod 11-14 ft and 7 to 9 weight. Reel with Skagit Head and Scandi head to match the rod. Floating and intermediate sinking tips. Scandi leader tapered to 15lbs, tippet spool with 15lb mono and yarn. Waders, wading boots and glasses. Snacks and water.
   Friday: 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
   Level: Intermediate/Advanced
   Class Limit: 8
   Member Fee: $60
   Nonmember Fee: $70